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MEMO TO ASIAN CARP INVADERS: NO SPECIES 
ALTERS AN ECOSYSTEM BETTER THAN WE DO  

 
David Barr* 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
You have seen the videos on the Internet. They depict the sort of bizarre 

events in nature that have generated countless documentaries and nearly 
100,000 hits on a Google video search.1 What is behind these viral videos? 
Asian carp. Specifically, bighead carp, silver carp, grass carp, and black carp, 
all of which are native to Asia.2  Since the 1970s, when these fish (commonly 
referred to as Asian carp) were introduced into fish farms in Arkansas, they 
have spread relentlessly through all accessible waterways, outcompeting 
native fish species.3  Now, controversy stems from what measures might be 
necessary and sufficient to prevent the spread of Asian carp to the Great 
Lakes through the Chicago Area Waterway System (“CAWS”).  While Asian 
carp are not the first threat to the Great Lakes from an invasive species (there 
are currently more than 185 non-native species in the Great Lakes), they 
arguably are the most serious.4 In response, legislators have introduced 
several Asian carp-related bills in Congress (with varying results); the Obama 
Administration increased federal funding seeking more information and 
recommendations; and neighboring Great Lakes states have sued the United 
States Army Corps of Engineers (“USACE”), Illinois, and the City of 
Chicago to induce further restrictive actions. 5  

 
This paper will provide an overview of the problem faced by the Great 

Lakes states and the  Federal  Government  in  the  battle  against  the  invasive  

                                                 
*    David Barr received his J.D. from IIT Chicago-Kent College of Law in 2017. 
1.   North American Fishing, “Silent Invaders” Asian Carp 2013, YouTube (Apr. 16, 2013), 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPeg1tbBt0A. 
2.   Region 8 – Great Lakes/Big Rivers: Asian Carp – Aquatic Invasive Species, U.S. Fish & 

Wildlife Service (Nov. 2004), http://www.fws.gov/midwest/fisheries/library/fact-asiancarp.pdf. 
3.   Invasive Species, National Wildlife Federation, https://www.nwf.org/Educational-

Resources/Wildlife-Guide/Threats-to-Wildlife/invasive-species (last viewed Feb. 20, 2016). 
4.   Dr. Michael J. Hansen, The Asian Carp Threat to the Great Lakes, Great Lakes Fishery 

Commission (Feb. 9, 2010), 
http://www.michigantu.org/images/pdffiles/asian_carp/Hansen%20written%20testimony%20about%
20Asian%20carp%202-9-10%20FINAL.pdf. 

5.   Charles V. Stern, Harold F. Upton, & Cynthia Brougher, Asian Carp and the Great Lakes 
Region, Congressional Research Service (Jan. 23, 2014), https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R41082.pdf 
[hereinafter Stern et al.]. 
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Asian carp. After establishing what makes these fish so effective and 
dangerous, this paper will examine what public officials have proposed and 
the conflict between Illinois and her neighboring Great Lakes states about 
what is or is not (depending on which state you ask) being done. Finally, this 
paper will address alternative, cheaper, and more effective methods to 
manage this human-caused crisis.  

 
 

II.  ASIAN CARP: AN OVERVIEW 
 
Asian carp, a category made up of four varieties, bighead carp, black carp, 

grass carp, and silver carp, have been wreaking havoc in the Mississippi River 
and regional waters for nearly 40 years.6 In the 1970s, Asian carp were 
introduced to control weed and parasite growth in fish farms in Arkansas.7  
As a result of flooding, Asian carp were able to escape and populate the 
Mississippi River.8  Since gaining access to the Mississippi River, Asian carp 
have spread as far north as Minnesota and are on the brink of extending their 
invasion to the Great Lakes.9  

 
While Asian carp have yet to lay claim to the Great Lakes, the situation 

is dire. In 2010, a live Asian carp was discovered only six miles from Lake 
Michigan in the CAWS.10 A recent Bi-National, United States-Canadian 
Ecological Risk Assessment of Asian Carp concluded that bighead and silver 
carp pose a moderate environmental risk to the Great Lakes region within 20 
years, with the exception of Lake Superior (low risk).11 According to the 
report, this invasion prediction would follow the pattern demonstrated in the 
Mississippi River basin, where the consequences of the aquatic invasion 
began to show two decades after Asian carp were introduced.12 But the study 
warned that the “magnitude of consequences” will be high in 50 years for all 
of the Great Lakes.13 
 

                                                 
6.   Asian Carp Overview, National Park Service (Apr. 10, 2015), 

https://www.nps.gov/miss/learn/nature/ascarpover.htm.  
7.   Id. 
8.   Invasive Species, supra note 3. 
9.   Asian Carp Overview, supra note 6. 
10.   Casey Braun, Asian Carp Found Six Miles from Lake Michigan, WKSU (June 24, 2010), 

http://wksu.org/news/story/25726. 
11.   Binational Ecological Risk Assessment of Bigheaded Carps for the Great Lakes Basis, 

Canadian Science Advisory Secretariat (2012), http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/Csas-
sccs/publications/resdocs-docrech/2011/2011_114-eng.pdf. 

12.    Id. 
13.    Id. 
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A. What Makes Carp So Destructive? 
 
Asian carp successfully invade ecosystems using a dynamic, two-pronged 

approach. First, Asian carp are prolific eaters, gorging themselves on every  
rung of the food chain, superseding native species.14 Indeed, David Ullrich, 
executive director of the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Cities Initiative, has 
called these invasive fish “locusts of the river.”15 The second and equally 
problematic prong: Asian carp reproduce and spread at a breakneck pace. 

 
1.  Prolific and Voracious Consumers 

 
Asian carp can eat between 20% and 40% of their body weight (which 

averages roughly 50 pounds) every day, consuming plants, mussels, fish 
eggs, and plankton.16 These fish can significantly damage ecosystems.17 Most 
of that damage occurs at the bottom of the food chain, decimating the 
plankton population.18 Plankton, sometimes called the “grasses of the sea” 
because they directly produce the nutrients any ecosystem needs to survive, 
is the first link in the marine food chain, vital for the survival of small and 
large animals.19 Because of Asian carp’s indiscriminate voracity, they easily 
outcompete native fish, leaving those species without enough food to 
coexist.20  Furthermore, without a lack of natural predators to keep the Asian 
carp populations in check, these fish will continue to dominate every 
waterway they inhabit until someone finds a solution.21 

 
2. Ninety-Nine Problems but Reproduction Is Not One 

 
A single female bighead carp can carry up to “1 million eggs” in her 

lifetime, making Asian carp’s spread difficult to control.22  In  addition, each 
female carp can lay hundreds of thousands of eggs multiple times a year, 
 

                                                 
14.   Asian Carp Overview, supra note 6. 
15.   Bryan Walsh, Asian Carp in the Great Lakes? This Means War! (Feb. 9, 2010), 

http://content.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,1962108,00.html. 
16.   Asian Carp Overview, supra note 6. 
17.   Id. 
18.   Id. 
19.   Hansen, supra note 4. 
20.   Id. 
21.   Asian Carp, New York Invasive Species Information, 

http://nyis.info/?action=invasive_detail&id=29 (last visited Apr. 8, 2018). 
22.   Mark Guarino, Asian Carp: How One Fish Could Ruin the Great Lakes, Christian Science 

Monitor (Mar. 16, 2010), http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/2010/0316/Asian-carp-how-one-fish-
could-ruin-the-Great-Lakes. 
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leading to rapid and substantial growth over a short period of time.23 Not only 
are these fish expert breeders, they spread like wildfire.  
 

After being introduced into Arkansas waterways in the 1980s by floods,  
these fish have spread to nearly 30 states in just 30 years.24  Just as flooding 
helped the initial infestation of carp, it perpetuates the problem by spreading 
their numerous eggs to new ecosystems.25 Asian carp have also leapt over 
barriers, including dams, gaining access to new waterways.26 However, even 
with these impressive breeding habits and naturally occurring floods, these 
fish could not spread so quickly without human assistance. Human 
manipulation; overdevelopment of natural flood plains and riverbeds; and 
development, damming, or generation of hydroelectric power have all 
increased the risk of floods.27 In addition to flooding, humans contribute to 
the spread of Asian carp by releasing live bait containing young carp when 
fishing; using watercrafts to navigate the Mississippi, causing the locks to 
open and allow fish to spread; and when those same boats are not drained 
after use, they can carry “young carp or eggs that may be released into the 
water the next time the boat is used.”28  
 

What would an invasion of Asian carp in the Great Lakes look like? We 
may soon find out. According to the National Wildlife Federation, Asian carp 
are more than 97% of the biomass in parts of the Illinois and Mississippi 
Rivers.29 However, even if the Great Lakes remain free of Asian carp, the 
future of our freshwater ways is bleak. Asian carp are continuing to spread 
throughout the United States via the broad reach of the Mississippi River 
watershed. In fact, the National Park Service predicts Asian carp could 
ultimately reach more than 30 states, affecting roughly 40% of the continental 
United States, and “spelling disaster” for the nation’s freshwater 
ecosystems.30 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
23.   Asian Carp Overview, supra note 6. 
24.   Invasive Species, supra note 3. 
25.   Id. 
26.   Id. 
27.   Milton Kazmeyer, Two Activities Humans Do that Increase the Chance of Flooding, Seattle 

Post-Intelligencer, http://education.seattlepi.com/two-activities-humans-increase-chance-flooding-
4660.html (last visited Apr. 8, 2018). 

28.   Asian Carp Overview, supra note 6. 
29.   Invasive Species, supra note 3. 
30.   Asian Carp Overview, supra note 6. 
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B. Threat to The Great Lakes: Economic, Ecological, and Social Impact 
 
Asian carp, unopposed by natural predators, share similarities with 

locusts – on a biblical scale. Asian carp’s rapacious consumption of all types 
of food, paired with their reproductive prowess, allows them to quickly 
dominate all ecosystems. As a result, native fish species suffer and often do 
not survive this incursion. Indeed, commercial fishermen along the Illinois 
and Mississippi Rivers have begun “abandoning their traditional fishing 
sites” because their nets are full of nothing but Asian carp.31 A 2010 report 
on commercial fishing in the Illinois River noted that fishermen have caught 
roughly 25,000 pounds of Asian carp per day, with some fishermen claiming 
their haul yielded 1,000 pounds of Asian carp for every half acre of river.32  
The problem arises from the fact that the commercial value of Asian carp are 
“much less valuable than the native fish they replaced.”33  
 

Asian carp have severely damaged the network of rivers that make up 
most of the Midwest of the United States. Yet there is still hope for one of 
the most important resources for the United States and Canada: The Great 
Lakes. The Great Lakes yields more than $7 billion annually in commercial, 
recreational, and tribal fisheries.34  If Asian carp were introduced to the Great 
Lakes, they would immediately jeopardize the native species accounting for 
that $7 billion industry, and would cause great financial strain on local 
fishermen. Additionally, the lakes provide drinking water for more than 40 
million people, and are a vibrant tourist attraction with entertainment 
venues.35  
 

Finally, these invasive fish will potentially affect more than the aquatic 
ecosystem, as evidenced by videos and reports of injuries caused by startled 
carp leaping out of the water.36  According to a 2011 report that the University 
of Michigan commissioned, the tourism and recreation industry on the Great 
Lakes accounted for more than 200,000 jobs. 37 The report also noted that 
visitors  of  the  lakes  spend  nearly  $16  billion  annually  on  operating  and  

                                                 
31.   Hansen, supra note 4. 
32.   Id. 
33.   Id. 
34.   Id. 
35.   Id. 
36.   Michael Butler, Asian Carp – A Big Fish Problem in Tennessee, Tennessee Wildlife 

Federation (July 10, 2015), https://tnwf.org/asian-carp-a-big-fish-problem-in-tennessee/. 
37.   Lynn Vaccaro, MS & Jennifer Read PhD, Vital to Our Nation’s Economy: Great Lakes 

Jobs, Michigan Sea Grant College Program (2011), available at 
https://www.fws.gov/glri/documents/2011GreatLakesJobsReport.pdf.  
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maintaining the 4 million watercrafts that traverse the waters each year.38  
 

In total, the Great Lakes account for more than 1.5 million jobs in the 
tourism, commercial, and recreational industries, which generate $62 billion 
in wages each year.39  While the numbers above are daunting, there are no 
reliable studies available to help forecast the direct harm in the Great Lakes 
that an invasion of Asian carp would cause.40 As a result, policy makers 
wonder how these scaly invaders will change the Great Lakes economy, 
ecosystem, and public welfare.  

 
C. Ground Zero: Great Lakes and The Chicago Area Waterway System 
 
Containment is easier written than accomplished. Asian carp have 

numerous avenues to access the Great Lakes, but the most crucial access 
point is through the CAWS.41 The CAWS is a portion of the Illinois 
Waterway, a 327-mile channel that runs from Chicago to St. Louis, including 
the Chicago River, the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal, the Cal-Sag 
Channel, and the Calumet River.42 Constructed in 1900, the CAWS operates 
with the principle purpose of redirecting stormwater and sewage away from 
Chicago’s water supply.43 As Chicago’s population grew, the city faced 
increased threats to its drinking water supply in the form of pollution and 
disease.44  When the city made the historic decision to reverse the flow of the 
Chicago River, preserving a clean supply of drinking water, the CAWS was 
the elaborate system of canals and waterways that allowed civil engineers to 
do so.45  
 

But, for the sake of this paper (and that of the native fish species of the 
Great Lakes), the CAWS importantly is the only navigable connection 
between “two of the largest freshwater drainage basins in the world:” The 
Great Lakes and the Mississippi  River.46   Every  year  118,418  boats  travel  
 
 

                                                 
38.   Id. 
39.   Id. 
40.   Stern et al., supra note 5. 
41.   Asian Carp Response in the Midwest, Asian Carp Regional Coordinating Committee, 

http://www.asiancarp.us/faq.htm (last visited Apr. 8, 2018). 
42.   Stern et al., supra note 5. 
43.   Id. 
44.   Id. 
45.   Id.  
46.   Id. 
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through the CAWS via the Chicago Harbor.47 But because this manmade 
connection is a super-highway of sorts for aquatic species, it has been the 
source of much consternation for environmentalists, non-governmental 
organizations, industries, business leaders, and elected officials.48  In fact, the  
CAWS has already been implicated in the spread of zebra mussels and round 
gobies, two invasive species that have negatively affected the Mississippi 
Basin.49  

 
The CAWS play a significant role in the regional economy of the Great 

Lakes.  The network of channels and locks that make up the CAWS provide 
navigable access for commercial and recreational boating.50 Indeed, the 
Chicago Lock on the Chicago River is one of the busiest locks for traffic in 
the United States, with more than 40,000 boats passing through annually.51 
USACE reported that the commodities transported through the Chicago Lock 
(including petroleum, newsprint, salt, and cement) generate $820 million in 
direct revenue annually, support 4,707 jobs, and generate $216 million per 
year in personal income.52  
 

A USACE study that estimated shippers saved “approximately $192 
million” by utilizing the O’Brien and Chicago Locks in 2008 further 
underscores the economic and environmental importance of the CAWS. 53  
Although the state of Michigan has contested USACE’s estimate of shipping 
savings, limiting or closing off commercial access to the CAWS will result 
in more trucks on the roads, more pollution, and an increased expense in 
shipping passed on to the consumer.54 

 
 

 
 

                                                 
47.   Navigation Data Center, Trips by Ports, United States Army Corps of Engineers, 

http://www.navigationdatacenter.us/wcsc/webpub13/Part3_Ports_Trips_VessType_Dir_YR_Draft_C
Y2013_CY2009.htm (last visited Apr. 8, 2018) [hereinafter Navigation Data Center]. 

48.   Chicago Area Water System, The Nature Conservancy, 
http://www.nature.org/ourinitiatives/regions/northamerica/areas/greatlakes/explore/overview-of-the-
caws.xml (last visited Apr. 8, 2018). 

49.   Id. 
50.   Navigation Data Center, supra note 47. 
51.   Harbor Infrastructure Inventories, Chicago Harbor, United States Army Corps of 

Engineers 
http://www.lre.usace.army.mil/Portals/69/docs/Navigation/RiskCommunication/Chicago%20Harbor.
pdf (last visited Apr. 8, 2018). 

52.   Id. 
53.   Stern et al., supra note 5. 
54.   Id. 
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III.  FEDERAL AND LEGISLATIVE RESPONSE TO ASIAN CARP  
 

To date, an estimated 185 known non-native species have affected the 
Great Lakes.55 Despite the irreparable damage they have caused, legislators 
and the current and past administrations have mostly neglected this serious 
environmental issue.56 That is not to say that Congress has failed to pass any 
legislation addressing Asian carp. Rather, its piecemeal approach has 
neglected to establish an organized federal response, complete with mandated 
and uniform standards to combat the ever-expanding threat.57  

 
This section of the paper will address invasive species legislation that is 

more targeted at the spread of Asian carp. First will be a look at the 
Nonindigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act of 1990 and its 
successor the National Invasive Species Act of 1996. Then this section will 
briefly examine the 2010 Asian Carp Prevention and Control Act, which most 
notably amended the Lacey Act to ban trafficking of Asian carp.58 Finally, 
this section will review recent non-Congressional actions the Obama 
Administration undertook to stem the spread of Asian carp. 
 

In 1990, Congress passed the Nonindigenous Aquatic Nuisance 
Prevention and Control Act, designed to slow the spread of invasive 
species.59 Arguably, the most important development from this Act was the 
creation of the Aquatic Nuisance Task Force (“ANS Task Force”).  The ANS 
Task Force is an intergovernmental organization co-chaired by the United 
States Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration.60 The task force comprises 13 Federal agency representatives 
and 15 other members, tasked in part with initiating and managing a 
nationwide survey of the Asian carp infestation.61 But, the academic nature 
of the 1990 Act did little to prevent the spread of Asian carp.  As a result, the 
National Invasive Species Act (“NISA”) amended it in 1996.62 
 
 

                                                 
55.   Hansen, supra note 4. 
56.   Michigan v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs., 667 F. 3d 765, 778-79 (7th Cir. 2011) 
57.   Id.  
58.   Asian Carp Prevention and Control Act of 2010, GovTrack (Dec. 14, 2010) 

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/111/s1421/summary [hereinafter GovTrack]. 
59.   16 U.S.C.A § 4701 (West 1996). 
60.   Aquatic Nuisance Species, ANS Task Force, http://www.anstaskforce.gov/default.php (last 

visited Feb. 9, 2018) [hereinafter ANS Task Force]. 
61.   See 16 U.S.C.A § 4701, 4721, and 4722 (West 1996); see also ANS Task Force, supra note 

60.  
62.   Stern et al., supra note 5. 
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NISA empowered the ANS Task Force to expand their study to include 
researching methods to help prevent the spread of invasive species.63  
Ultimately, NISA led to the building of the first electric barrier fence in the 
CAWS (discussed in the next section).64 NISA, like its predecessor, is 
fundamentally flawed because of its information-gathering nature and its lack 
of direct relief for the Asian carp infestation. 
 

More recently, President Obama signed the 2010 Asian Carp Prevention 
and Control Act, which amended the Lacey Act of 1900, to ban the trafficking 
of Asian carp.65  Unfortunately, this law is another example of legislation with 
more show than bite when addressing the growing Asian carp problem. 
Adding Asian carp to the Lacey Act is helpful, but the Act covers only the 
intentional introduction of a banned species and does not provide any relief 
from the natural migration of invasive species.66 In fact, since Asian carp was 
added to the Lacey Act, police have reportedly arrested only one person for 
the illegal trafficking of the fish.67 
 

While the Asian Carp Prevention and Control Act and its predecessors 
lack the enforcement to prevent the migration of Asian carp, they have 
increased public awareness. However, with Congress unwilling to pass laws 
to directly address the threat of Asian carp, the most important strides have 
come in the form of agency action.68   

 
A. Federal Agency Response to The Threat To CAWS 

 
In NISA, Congress authorized USACE to investigate environmentally 

safe methods to prevent the spread of aquatic nuisance species between the 
Great Lakes and the Mississippi River drainage.69 USACE reviewed 
biological, chemical, and physical methods to block the spread of nuisance 
species, and ultimately recommended a series of  two  electric  barriers  to  be  

 
 
                                                 
63.   Id. 
64.   Id. 
65.   GovTrack, supra note 58. 
66.   16 U.S.C.A § 3372 (West 2010). 
67.   Schuette, Creagh Announce Arkansas Asian Carp Salesman Has Pleaded Guilty to 12 

Felonies, Michigan Attorney General’s Office (Sept. 25, 2012), 
https://www.michigan.gov/ag/0,4534,7-359--286978--,00.html. 

68.   Michigan v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs., 667 F. 3d 765, 780 (7th Cir. 2011) (Congress has 
focused its attention on providing the minimum funding for operating the electric barriers in the 
CAWS, rather than passing comprehensive legislation) 

69.   Stern et al., supra note 5. 
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constructed in the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal within the CAWS.70  The 
first electric barrier (“Barrier I”) became operational on April 18, 2002 near 
Romeoville, Illinois, approximately 30 miles downstream from Lake 
Michigan.71 Initial field tests of Barrier I were encouraging, with 105 of the 
106 common carp released by the USACE (and tagged with radio signal 
emitters) remaining below the barrier.72 But, these electric fences are not a 
perfect solution. They failed because of a power outage73 and the Illinois 
Department of Natural Resources reported that their testing indicated the 
electric barriers may not repel small fish “high in the water column.”74 
 

Finally, in January 2014, the USACE released the Great Lakes and 
Mississippi River Interbasin Study (“GLMRIS”), which outlined several 
options to combat Asian carp.75 The GLMRIS report presented eight different 
methods, ranging from no new federal action to an $18 billion plan to 
permanently separate Lake Michigan from the Mississippi River drainage 
basin (“hydrologic separation”).76 Hydrologic separation uses physical 
barriers placed in the waterways to permanently block navigable connections 
between two bodies of water.77 Although this method would make it difficult 
for migrating Asian carp to access the Great Lakes, it would also make 
dramatic changes to the existing ecosystem and navigational infrastructure of 
the CAWS and Lake Michigan.78 Moreover, hydrologic separation would 
take an estimated 25 years to complete, giving Asian carp near the CAWS a 
quarter of a century to find a path to Lake Michigan.79  
 

Ultimately, the GLMRIS report had little practical value.80 Despite 
providing eight alternatives, USACE did not recommend a specific path of 
action, nor did it conduct an environmental impact statement (a requirement  
for  federal  construction  projects  under the  National  Environmental  Policy 
 

                                                 
70.   Dispersal Barrier Project History, Univ. of Wisconsin Sea Grant Institute, 

http://seagrant.wisc.edu/home/Default.aspx?tabid=554 (last visited Feb. 9, 2018). 
71.   Id. 
72.   Id. 
73.   Stern et al., supra note 5. 
74.   Id. 
75.   Summary of the GLMRIS Report, United States Army Corps of Engineers (2014), 

http://glmris.anl.gov/documents/docs/glmrisreport/GLMRISSummaryReport.pdf [hereinafter 
GLMRIS Report]. 

76.   Id. 
77.   Id. 
78.   Stern et al., supra note 5. 
79.   GLMRIS Report, supra note 75, at 18-19. 
80.   See Michigan v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, 667 F. 3d 765, 779 (7th Cir. 2011); see also 

Stern et al, supra note 5, at 19 (describing norm for federal projects). 
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Act).81  But, the GLMRIS report was not the only voice behind the potential 
impact of hydrologic separation. Other Great Lakes states have taken the fight 
for hydrologic separation as far as the United States Supreme Court.82  
 

 
IV. ASIAN CARP LITIGATION  

 
Several Great Lakes states, responding to both the ecological and 

economic threats Asian carp pose through the CAWS, and Congress’ failure 
to pass comprehensive legislation, have sought to provoke action through the 
courts.83 In 2009, Michigan petitioned the United States Supreme Court to 
amend a 1967 decree governing the diversion of water between the Illinois 
Waterway, the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal, and Lake Michigan.84 
Michigan sought an order from the Court declaring the operation of diversion 
facilities within the CAWS to be a public nuisance threatening the region’s 
natural resources, leaving the Great Lakes vulnerable to invasive species.85 
In addition, Michigan requested the Court to order Illinois, USACE, and the 
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago to close the 
shipping locks and take other steps necessary to prevent the migration of 
carp.86 The Court denied Michigan’s request without comment.87  

 
In February 2010, one month later, Michigan petitioned the Court with a 

renewed motion and requested the Court reconsider based on new evidence.88 
Michigan pointed to environmental DNA (“eDNA”) data collected by 
USACE that showed the Asian carp threat to Lake Michigan is even more 
severe and imminent than previously documented.89 Indeed, the data showed 
eDNA evidence of silver carp at two CAWS locations: “lakeward of the 
O’Brien Lock in the Calumet River and Calumet Harbor – literally in Lake 
Michigan itself.”90 In light of this new evidence, Michigan revised its request  
 
 

                                                 
81.   Id. 
82.   Wisconsin v. Illinois, 388 U.S. 426, 427-28 (1967). 
83.   Stern et al., supra note 5. 
84.   Id. 
85.   Id. (Minnesota, New York, Ohio, Wisconsin, and the Canadian Province of Ontario filed 

briefs in support of Michigan’s petition). 
86.   Id. (citing Michigan’s Motion for Preliminary Injunction at 29-30, Wisconsin v. Illinois, 

388 U.S. 426) 
87.   Michigan v. Illinois, 558 U.S. 1145, 1145 (2010) (order denying Michigan’s motion to 

reopen and for supplement decree). 
88.   Brief for Appellant at 1, Michigan v. Illinois, 559 U.S. 1003 (2010).  
89.   Id. at 2. 
90.   Id. 
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for relief, asking for (in part) temporary closure of the O’Brien and Chicago 
Locks, a new temporary barrier to fish passage in the Little Calumet River, 
and to develop measures to “capture, kill, or otherwise curtail the movement 
of Asian carp” in the waterways.91  Despite the new evidence, the Court again 
denied Michigan’s motion without comment.92 

 
A few months later, in the summer of 2010, the states of Michigan, 

Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin filed another suit against 
USACE and the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago 
(“MWRD”), after a live Asian carp was discovered well beyond the electric 
fence.93 The plaintiffs again sought a court order to terminate the public 
nuisance the CAWS created and the threat of an Asian carp infestation. The 
plaintiffs wanted to force the USACE and MWRD to reduce the risk of Asian 
carp migration, in part by permanently separating Illinois waters from Lake 
Michigan.94 The court denied the plaintiffs’ motion.95 While the court found 
there is a risk of significant harm in “a worst case scenario,” the plaintiffs had 
failed to present evidence to demonstrate “that the potential harm is either 
likely or imminent.”96  More specifically, the court noted that the presence of 
a single live Asian carp beyond the barrier did not prove the barrier was 
ineffective because the method of introduction of that carp was unknown.97 

 
The plaintiff-states appealed, and the court of appeals affirmed the district 

court’s judgment because the decision to deny preliminary relief was not an 
abuse of discretion.98  However, the appellate court left the door open for a 
future lawsuit when their ruling stressed the holding applied only to the 
current state of the Asian carp invasion.99 The court further noted that if Asian 
carp achieve a “sustainable population in the Great Lakes, the environmental 
and economic impact would qualify as an unreasonable interference with a 
public right.”100 The states refiled again in the district court.101  
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This time around, the district court granted the defendants’ motion to 
dismiss for failure to state a claim.102 The court held that defendant’s 
maintenance of the CAWS, mandated by statute, is incapable of meeting the 
unreasonableness prong of a public nuisance claim.103 Indeed, the court 
stated, “where a defendant’s actions are specifically approved by statute or 
regulation, the result of such actions does not constitute a nuisance.”104 The 
plaintiff-states persisted and, appealed the district court’s ruling. In 2014, the 
appellate court again found that the plaintiffs failed to show sufficient facts 
that defendants’ operation of CAWS increased the likelihood of Asian carp’s 
migrating to Lake Michigan.105 Again, the court of appeals noted that relief 
could be available to the plaintiffs in the future, if they could provide 
evidence of a more imminent threat.106 

 
 

V. SOLUTIONS: WHAT ELSE CAN BE DONE 
 
Nobody is denying that Asian carp pose an increasing threat to the Great 

Lakes, as they continue to inch closer to knocking on the door of Lake 
Michigan. However, there is not a unified school of thought on how best to 
address the problem. Obviously, the best method to combat Asian carp is 
prevention. As seen in the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers, once the Asian carp 
invade, people and local governments have few options to control or limit the 
impact.107 Indeed, when asked the question of what could be done if Asian 
carp enter the Great Lakes, Dr. Michael J. Hansen, chair of the Great Lakes 
Fishery Commission, told Congress “[n]ot much.”108 Dr. Hansen explained, 
“[s]cientists do not know of a pesticide that would target the carp, nor 
weaknesses in their spawning behavior that could be exploited, nor predatory 
pressures that would help reduce populations.”109 
 

However, prevention is impossible to guarantee and expensive to attempt. 
Since 2011, the operation and maintenance of the electric barriers have cost 
about $50 million a year.110 If implemented, other non-construction programs  
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such as “public education, ballast water management, poisons, deterrent 
devices, etc.,” are estimated to increase cost by $68 million annually.111 

 
The other alternative, permanent hydrological separation of Lake 

Michigan and the CAWS, comes with its own high costs and dire economic 
consequences. In the GLMRIS study, USACE estimated that hydrologic 
separation would cost more than $18 billion.112 If that barrier were to be built, 
permanently separating Lake Michigan and CAWS would directly affect 
local economies because freight shipping would be suspended.113 Indeed, the 
Illinois Chamber of Commerce projected that closing the locks could 
“diminish the shipping and receiving of over $29 billion dollars’ worth of 
petroleum, chemicals, building materials, and farm products that depend on 
Illinois waterways.”114 As Representative Judy Biggert (IL) told the House 
Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure: “No viable alternative” 
exists.115  She cited a study from the American Waterways Operators, which 
noted that a “single barge can carry an amount of liquid cargo – like asphalt 
– that would fill 144 semi-trailer trucks or 46 rail cars.”116 Even if you ignore 
the huge economic impact of hydrologic separation, studies have shown that 
separating the two bodies of water would adversely affect the water quality 
in Lake Michigan, a source of drinking water for more than 40 million 
people.117 

  
Even from a cursory review of the figures above, it is clear that hydrologic 

separation is neither practical nor beneficial.  Moreover, as mentioned earlier, 
fishermen have introduced Asian carp in waterways by simply dumping live 
bait that contains carp. One negligent fisherman could undermine the entire  
$18 billion program after dire predictions of separation were fulfilled.  

 
A. You Want Results? Look in The Mirror  

 
Human beings have caused 322 animal extinctions over the past 500 

years, with nearly two-thirds of those extinctions occurring over the last 200  
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years.118 But our terrible tendencies as humans could actually save our waters 
from Asian carp.  This concept has been tested, with positive results, in states 
in the Pacific Northwest with the northern pikeminnow. The northern 
pikeminnow has a similar catastrophic impact on the environment, with its 
voracity, rapid reproduction, and growth.119 Northern pikeminnows consume 
millions of young salmon and steelhead, as well as bass, walleye, and shad in 
the Columbia and Snake rivers every year.120 Because of northern 
pikeminnows, young salmon were not successfully making it to sea, which 
decimated native salmon populations.121 

 
Facing catastrophe, the Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission (an 

interstate organization), introduced the Northern Pikeminnow Management 
Program (“NPMP”) in 1991 to incentivizing fishermen to reduce the 
destructive pikeminnow populations.122 The program successfully removed 
more than 3.9 million northern pikeminnow in the first two decades of 
operation.123 All it took was taking advantage of human beings’ ability to 
impact ecosystems.  

 
The Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission, with funding from the 

Bonneville Power Administration (“BPA”), created a reward program for 
anglers.124 The program pays fishermen for each northern pikeminnow they 
catch that is nine inches or larger.125 Rewards range from $5 to $8 per fish, 
with specially tagged fish worth $500.126 In 2014, the top anglers caught more 
than 9,000 fish, including three tagged fish, which amounted to nearly 
$75,000.127  
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This same program could be federally funded, administered by a similar 
interstate agency, and potentially prove a vital force in the fight against Asian 
carp. Although $75,000 may seem like a lot of money to pay a local 
fisherman, it is just a fraction of the $18 billion that hydrologic separation 
would cost. This program would also not have the additional economic 
impact of separation.  

 
B. “If You Can’t Beat ‘Em, Eat ‘Em”  

 
In 2010, former Illinois Governor Pat Quinn signed an agreement to ship 

30 million pounds of Asian carp to China, where they are a staple of some 
local diets.128 At the time, Governor Quinn exclaimed, “If you can’t beat ‘em, 
eat ‘em!” 129 That plan continues to work today. Asian carp are edible, but 
they have such a bad reputation that they are hard to market as food.130 
Despite this difficulty, some Chicago restaurants have added Asian carp to 
their menus, including Lockwood Restaurant in the famous Palmer House.131 

 
If the sell remains hard for human consumption, two Chicagoans have 

recently investigated turning Asian carp into pet food.132 In 2015, Logan 
Honeycutt and Mike Cody launched “BareItAll Petfoods,” which contains 
Asian carp as the main source of protein.133 As of 2016, their Asian Carp 
based dog treats were sold in roughly 45 stores throughout Chicago and its 
suburbs.134 Honeycutt noted that with the human market for Asian carp 
struggling, they saw “enormous potential with the pet market,” a less  
particular consumer.135 

 
VI. CONCLUSION  

 
Hydrologic separation is problematic because of its $18 billion price tag, 

the paucity of environmental and economic studies to help forecast its  
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potential impact, and the possibility of one negligent fisherman allowing 
Asian carp to invade the Great Lakes.  
 

As a result, the best path forward is to let humans do what we do best. We 
consume food and manipulate ecosystems like no other species on this planet. 
With Asian carp, there is a chance to use our overconsumption for good. A 
long-term, comprehensive plan from Congress to deal with Asian carp is 
surely necessary. In addition to Congressional action (or more recently, 
inaction), however, a two-pronged approach of incentivizing Midwestern 
anglers and marketing Asian carp as a food source for humans and pets could 
help turn the tide in favor of preserving the Great Lakes. 

 


